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 --- I've wrote a sample console application and tested it on my win 7 + win 10. I use ID 7.0.4.3 for windows 8.1. The result is:
1) The windows 'ID: LIVE' is shown on my win 8.1 device. 2) The win 8.1 device gets 'ID: PLAYLIST' automatically. 3) Then I

removed the win 8.1 device and reconnected it to my win 7 device. Then I pressed play button on my win 7 device, the ID
changed to 'ID: PLAYLIST' again, but no win 8.1 device was shown in the list. 4) Then I removed the win 8.1 device and
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connected it to my win 10 device. Again, the win 8.1 device was not shown in the list. My problem is, how to make win 8.1
device shown in the list when I'm using my win 7 device as the main device (the device which is currently in charge of the

audiobook player). A: I guess you are using the wrong device as the ID for your win 8.1 device. So, try to change the ID of your
win 8.1 device to the device which you are using as the ID for your win 7 device. Q: Remove the "in progress" task after

processing I am using a shell script to process a log of events coming from a REST service. The log is split in multiple files, one
per type of event. For example, I will have events coming from a web service in the following format: xxxxxxx event_type

time_taken event_message If I do not do anything, the log is basically an event database with the amount of lines equal to the
number of events. In order to extract different kinds of information I have to remove the line with event_type and time_taken.

Is it possible to know the name of the task used to remove the line (kind of a "cleanup" task) and remove that task once it is
done? So, I have found the answer, but I am not sure I understand the whole logic. So, what I am doing is: Creating a new script

with the following commands: while read f; do #do stuff 82157476af
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